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Welcome to Edinburgh Airport 
and to capital magazine. capital is our new 
passenger magazine, designed to give you all 
the information you’ll ever need about our 
airport and a little bit more.

Our launch comes at a hugely exciting 
time for Edinburgh Airport. We’re under new 
owners, having recently been sold to GIP, 
owners of Gatwick and London City Airports, 
in an £807 million deal.

And we have just won the award for 
Europe’s Best Airport 2012… for the second 
year in a row!

The theme of this year’s Airports Council 
International awards was: “Putting the 
passenger first”. It’s an ethos we have always 
had and will continue to have at the heart of 
our business values.

In presenting us with the award, the 
judges said they had been impressed by the 
airport’s focus on its customer base – both 
passengers and airlines – and in particular by 
our response to customer feedback.

This approach will be central to our 
thinking under GIP’s leadership and anyone 
who has travelled through Gatwick or 
City airports will know the transformation 
that has occurred under their ownership. 
Edinburgh will be no different.

In this first issue of capital, our new CEO 
and COO outline the changes you can expect 
to see in the airport and lay out very clearly 
how we’re going to improve our airport in 
the months ahead.

Already we are seeing significant 
developments. Our cover star – Turkish 
Airlines, also usher in this new era. Our new 
Istanbul service is a big step for Edinburgh 
Airport. Istanbul is not only one of the 
world’s great cities but also an emerging 
hub, connecting Scotland to hundreds of 
destinations across the world.

Turkish Airlines is one of the world’s 
leading airlines and they’ve come to 
Edinburgh because they know it’s a great city 
and, importantly, it’s a city which people want 
to visit, work and live in.

So, these two great pieces of news sum 
up what we’re about at Edinburgh Airport 
and what will continue to be at the core of 
what we do – great passenger service and 
a growing range of routes and destinations 
across the world.

As well as being available in the airport, 
capital is available on our website – www.
edinburghairport.com – and on Lothian 
Buses’ excellent 100 service to the city centre.

So, I hope you enjoy capital magazine and 
will join with us in taking Edinburgh Airport 
to even greater levels of excellence. We’d like 
to hear from you about what you’d like to see 
in the magazine, how you’d like to receive it 
and what you think of this first issue.
Happy reading.

Gordon Robertson,  
Head of Communications
www.edinburghairport.com/feedback

WHat WE’RE 
all aBOUt

gO TO 
TURkEY!

Our launch issue looks at the 
infinite possibilities Turkish 

Airlines’ new flights to 
Istanbul open up for 

passengers
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It may be the work of animation magic, but the 
new film from Pixar captures what makes Scotland 
beautiful – from the scenery to the people

only 
 the 
brave

|  WORDS:  HAnnAH McGILL  |

Fiesty main character 
merida takes her destiny 

into her own hands
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The impressions of Scotland that can 
be gleaned from cinema are varied, from 
the prissy propriety of Miss Jean Brodie’s 
1930s Edinburgh to the troubled urban 
lives portrayed by Ken Loach. But a new 
film, Pixar’s long-gestated animated fantasy 
Brave, looks set to colour the concept of 
Scotland carried by a whole generation of 
cinemagoers. 

The animated films that we encounter as 
children impress upon us deeply; and Brave, 
with its tempestuous tomboy heroine and its 
breathtaking action sequences, has plenty to 
appeal to the imagination. Grown-up viewers, 
meanwhile, will appreciate the staggering 
lengths to which the Pixar animators 
have gone to capture the textures and 
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the theme of the film  
is families finding a  
middle ground

WIN TWO TICKETS TO THE FINAL NIGHT OF 
THE 2012 ROYAL EDINBURGH MILITARY TATTOO 
COURTESY OF THE ROYAL BANK OF SCOTLAND.

It’s one of the world’s most spectacular 
entertainment events and this year a host of 

creative talent from four continents pays 
sparkling tribute to Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth’s 

Diamond Jubilee.

TO BE THERE ON THE GLORIOUS FINAL 
NIGHT SIMPLY ANSWER THIS QUESTION:

Q: How many years is a 
Diamond Jubilee?

Email your answers giving your name and email 
address or telephone number to:  

rbscomp@connectcommunications.co.uk 
or post your answer and details to:  rbscomp, 

Connect Communications, Studio 2001, 
Mile End, Paisley, PA1 1JS
Closing date: 31 July 2012

WIN! WIN! WIN!

Entrants must be aged 18 or over (employees or agents of RBS Group, their families or anyone connected with the promotion are not eligible to participate). Entry constitutes your acceptance of these rules. The promoter reserves the right 
to alter, amend or withdraw these terms and conditions or the prize draw without prior notice. Only one entry per person. The draw is governed by Scottish law and by entering you submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of the Scottish Courts. 
One winner will be selected at random. The prize consists of one pair of tickets to the 2012 Royal Edinburgh Military Tattoo perfromance at 10:30pm on 25 August 2012. The prize does not include travel to and from the sites or hospitality 
at the venues. You will be sent the tickets in the week prior to the event taking place. Winners (and their guests) agree to be bound by the terms and conditions of the tickets when attending the event. We will draw the winners at random 
from the entries submitted. The date of the draw is 3 August 2012. The winner will be notifi ed by telephone on the day of the draw and you must respond as directed within 24 hours of receipt of the call, otherwise we reserve the right to 
re-allocate the relevant prize. The judge’s decision is fi nal and binding and no correspondence will be entered into. Prizes are non-refundable and non-transferable. There is no cash alternative. The promoter cannot and does not accept any 
responsibility for late or lost or corrupted entries due to any viruses, delays or failures in transmission, failure of software or hardware or telecommunications networks, nor for any other circumstances beyond the control of the promoter. 
All lost, damaged or incomplete entries will be deemed invalid. Proof of entry shall not be proof of delivery or receipt. Full Royal Edinburgh Military Tattoo information can be found at www.edintattoo.co.uk

colours of the Scottish landscape, and the 
cheeky humour that powers the script. 
Set in medieval times, Brave engages with 
certain Scottish stereotypes without turning 
its characters into jokes. If the ravishing 
depiction of the Scottish landscape adds 
authenticity, it also helps a good deal 
that real Scottish actors – among them 
Kelly Macdonald, Kevin McKidd and Billy 
Connolly – dominate the voice cast.

Pixar head honcho and Disney Chief 
Creative Officer John Lasseter had dreamed 
of paying onscreen tribute to the beauties of 
Scotland since visiting as a student. “I was 
so excited about setting a story in Scotland,” 
he said. “I spent two weeks travelling around 
when I graduated from college, and just 
fell in love – the setting, the people, the 
magic, the stories, the humour. It never left 
my heart. And so when Brave was pitched 
to me all those years ago, I knew it would 
be a fantastic setting. I had never seen an 
animated film set in medieval Scotland.” 

It meant Pixar extending still further 
the capabilities of its artists and animators. 
“We had never done a historically based 
story, and that’s very challenging to achieve 

with computers,” Lasseter explained. “The 
computer likes to make things clean and 
perfect, but everything in the background of 
Brave has to have a sense of history; it’s very 
far from clean and perfect.” 

Yet despite Pixar’s notoriously painstaking 
research processes (Brave took seven years 
to realise), the real Scots on the voice cast 
were invaluable when it came to festooning 
the script with appropriately Celtic-
sounding linguistic flourishes. “It was really 
important to have Scottish actors, and we 
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Brave engages with  
certain Scottish stereotypes 
without turning its 
characters into jokes

the 
Brave 

voices

scottish actress Kelly 
macdonald (above) has 
come a long way from 
the day in 1996 when 
director Danny Boyle 
spotted and cast her in 

trainspotting. 
and it was the same 
film that gave Kevin 
mcKidd (bottom) his 

breakthrough. and then 
there’s Billy connolly 
(below). enough said!
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encouraged them to use slang,” said Lasseter 
on the surprising presence of terms such as 
“gammy”, “manky” and even “Jings, crivens, 
help ma boab!” in the Brave script. “I don’t 
know what these words mean, but it’s  
OK because it sounds so authentic!”

Kelly Macdonald replaced American star 
Reese Witherspoon in the role of Merida, 
a fairytale princess who doesn’t exactly 
adhere to doe-eyed, pink-clad, one-
day-my-prince-will-come clichés. 
When Merida’s mother Queen 
Elinor (voiced by Emma 
Thompson) determines that 
it’s time for her girl’s hand 
in marriage to be offered up, 
all the clans of the region 
bring their sons to compete 
for the honour. But Merida is 
none too pleased to be raffled 
off, and her efforts to assert 
her objections lead to unexpected 
complications.

Macdonald, who made her breakthrough 
as the teenage love interest in Trainspotting 
and has since worked with the Coen Brothers 
on no Country for Old Men and Martin 
Scorsese on Boardwalk Empire, almost 
didn’t register Merida’s significance. “I kind 
of didn’t quite realise I was the first female 
lead until I’d started my voice recording,” 
she admitted. “I’m delighted, but it’s kind 
of scary.” Though she claims she was not a 
feisty, rough-and-tumble teen in the Merida 

mould, the now 36-year-old Macdonald 
admits that accessing her door-slamming  
self was a cinch. “It was embarrassingly easy. 
My mum says that it’s just me, whinging  
and moaning.”

Her erstwhile Trainspotting co-star 
McKidd plays both clan leader MacGuffin 
and his hapless, incomprehensible son Young 
MacGuffin. A household name in the US, 
thanks to his leading role in the popular 
medical drama Grey’s Anatomy, McKidd 
welcomed this opportunity to reconnect with 
his Scottish roots – and to cut loose with a 
performance that almost couldn’t go too big. 
Almost… “You have to convey everything in 
your voice, the physicality as well as the words, 
and there’s a technique to that, but it’s also very 
liberating. You can ham it up without being 

accused of chewing scenery… although 
sometimes I did.” 

As a father, it was also 
important to McKidd that 
Merida is such a fiery character. 
“Oh yes. I’ve got a daughter 
who’s 10 and she’s very 
strong-willed. But the theme 

is families putting down their 
weapons and finding a middle 

road, and that’s a good thing for 
my kids to pick up on too.”

“It was very important to have a 
female main character in a Pixar story,” 
John Lasseter said. “It’s something I’ve 
been wanting to do for a long time. Strong 
female characters are very important to 
us, but up until Brave they’ve always been 
the secondary characters. now it’s time for 
Merida to take centre stage. Even though 
she’s a princess in this fairytale setting, she 
is charting her own destiny – she wants 
to decide her own fate.” And parents, kids, 
lovers of the Scottish scenery and animation 
nerds alike all stand to be grateful for that.
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WORlD DUTY FREE {Beauty}

DknY, FREsh BLOssOM  EAU 
sO InTEnsE  EDp  100ml

World Duty Free price: £50.55  
exclusive to World Duty Free

When it comes to summer beauty, 
World Duty Free in Edinburgh Airport really 
is a ‘one-stop shop’ for all your make up 
‘must haves’, specialist skincare products and 
the latest fragrances. Within our store you’ll 
find all the brands you want at prices you’ll 
love – whether you are looking for favourite 
classics or the latest beauty products. Even 
better, you can also buy exclusive products that 
simply aren’t available on the high street, such 
as skincare sets packed with useful products, 
make up palettes containing everything you 
need for holiday glamour, or fragrances that 
can only be found in the airport.

Shopping in our Edinburgh World Duty 
Free store is also a great time to discover 
new products and brands and get helpful 
advice from our expert staff. Perhaps try 
out a different skincare brand or find a new 
holiday fragrance?

And if you want make the most of our 
great value prices and stock up on your 
favourite brands, you’ll want to know about 
our free Shop & Collect service. You simply 
buy before you fly and then tell the member 
of staff serving you at the till point that you 
want to use Shop & Collect. Your purchases 
will be kept safely for your return at a 
designated collection point in the Arrivals 
Hall, saving you the inconvenience of 
having to take them with you on your 
holiday flight.

When you’re next planning to 
fly, be sure to factor in plenty 
of browsing time so that you 
can discover all the inspiring 
products, and exclusive treats, 
available. Here is just a small 
selection of some of the great summer 
products we have in store to tempt you!

For more information, log on to  
www.worlddutyfree.com 

bUy 
beFore 
yoU Fly!

Our World Duty Free shop lets 
you buy the latest beauty products 
and collect them when you return

BOss In MOTIOn MADE  
FOR sUMMER EDT  40ml

World Duty Free price: £27.80
travel retail exclusive

CALvIn kLEIn, 
ETERnITY 
sUMMER   

100ml
World Duty Free  

price: £26.00

LAnCôME, MAIsOn 
LAnCôME pALETTE

World Duty Free price: £31.80  
exclusive to World Duty Free
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{Beauty} WORlD DUTY FREE

YsL TOUChE 
éCLAT DUO
World Duty Free price: 
£38.40 travel retail 
exclusive

YvEs sAInT 
LAUREnT, 

ExTREMELY 
YsL FOR EYEs 

pALETTE
World Duty Free price: £47.65 

travel retail exclusive

LAnCAsTER  TAn 
MAxIMIsER 250ml
World Duty Free price: £21.50

MARC  ACOBs, 
DAIsY EAU

sO FREsh   75ml
World Duty Free price: £38.40

EsCADA, 
ROCkIn’ RIO 100ml
World Duty Free price: £33.00
this is the same price as 50ml 

in Boots & Debenhams*

*price correct at tim
e of printing



EVENTS {Summer}

hERE 
COMEs 
MADOnnA!
In July, the city explodes with music 
talent as Edinburgh Castle plays host to 
some top names. noel Gallagher’s High 
Flying Birds play at the historic venue on 
Tuesday 17 July, followed by X-factor star 
Olly Murs on Friday 20 July.  

To top all that, one of the world’s 
biggest stars, Madonna, plays Murrayfield 
Stadium on 21 July. It’s the first time the 
Queen of Pop has played Scotland, so 
time to break out the moves, dress up 
like your favourite Madonna era 
character and give her a warm 
Caledonian welcome.

EDInBURgh  
ThE gREAT
For culture vultures, the newly 
refurbished national Museum of Scotland 
on Chamber Street offers everything 
from the natural world to art, design and 
science all under one roof. 

This summer’s blockbuster exhibition, 

Catherine the Great, was co-developed  
by the State Hermitage Museum in  
St Petersburg and will only be shown  
in Edinburgh.  

There will be more than 300 
magnificent works collected and 
commissioned by the Empress 
from some of the most illustrious 
European and Russian artists of 
the 18th century.

14
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Edinburgh comes alive in summer. 
It’s a time of year when the world comes to 
play in the shadow of Edinburgh Castle. 

Visitors come in their hundreds of 
thousands to revel in the myriad of festivals 
and events that the city hosts, and to soak up 
the history, architecture, sounds, smells and 
spirit of Scotland’s ancient capital.

Every cultural taste is catered for, from 
traditional jazz to outspoken stand up 
comedy and mind-bending performance art. 

The streets throng with people as performers 
and musicians stage impromptu concerts. 
Meanwhile, award-winning museums and 
galleries attract visitors in record numbers. 

In keeping with its status as UnESCO’s 
first ever City of Literature, there are 
numerous literary tours and gatherings, not 
least the renowned Edinburgh Book Festival.

And in summer 2012, Edinburgh gives the 
performance of a lifetime with blockbuster 
exhibitions, world-class pop stars and more 
festival shows than ever before.

ALIvE AFTER FIvE
Watch out for the Alive After Five shopping 
scheme in August when several city centre 
shops will open till 7pm from Monday till 
Friday. The likes of Harvey nichols, John 
Lewis, new Look, Primark, Jenners and  

next are all taking part.

SenSational 
SUmmer

If you are looking for a good dose of culture, then Edinburgh’s 
your place. It has an amazing array of top events and venues

FEsTIvAL CITY
Summer wouldn’t be summer 
without Edinburgh’s world-

famous festivals. Between July 
and early September, no fewer 
than seven festivals take place 
in the city. You’re guaranteed 

to find something you love 
as they showcase the best of 

everything from jazz and blues 
to contemporary visual art and 

international dance.

ThIs YEAR’s  
FEsTIvAL DATEs

Jazz and Blues Festival
20–29 July
Art Festival

2 August–2 September
Edinburgh Military Tattoo

3–25 August
Edinburgh Festival Fringe

3–27 August
International Festival
9 August–2 September

Book Festival
11–27 August
Mela Festival

31 August–2 September

During the Festival 
season the streets 

of edinburgh come 
alive with weird and 

wonderful street 
performers
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If there’s one thing you must do 
this summer, it is to take part in 
the nVA Speed of Light show. 

Part of the Cultural 
Olympiad, the event runs From 
9 August to 1 September. It 
will turn Edinburgh’s Arthur’s 
Seat into the focus for a fusion 
of innovative public art and 
sporting endeavour.

The iconic landmark will 
be illuminated as hundreds 
of runners wearing specially 
commissioned light suits take to 
the intricate path networks.

nVA’s Speed of Light is a 
mass choreographed act of 
walking and endurance running 
and it will create a mesmerising 
visual spectacular. 

Even more memorable, 
as a member of the walking 
audience, you become part of 
the work.

www.eif.co.uk/speedoflight

One thing yOu must dO:  
TURn Up ThE spEED

EVENTS {Summer}
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AssEMBLY ROOMs 
The completion of an 18-month, £9.3 milllion 
restoration and refurbishment of this 
fabulous A-listed building will be celebrated 
on Saturday 21 July with a public ceilidh. 
The venue will resume its role as a major 
festival venue this summer and will be 
taking bookings for events from September 
2012. The venue will also host Jamie’s Italian 
restaurant, operated by TV chef Jamie Oliver.

www.assemblyroomsedinburgh.co.uk 

ever-changing 
edinbUrgh

Edinburgh is constantly evolving. Here are just some of latest 
exciting developments in and around the city

shERATOn gRAnD 
hOTEL & spA
Relaunched in April 2012 following a 
multimillion pound refurbishment, the 
Sheraton Grand Hotel & Spa has a new 
informal brasserie-style restaurant, One 
Square, overseen by the hotel’s executive 
chef, Malcolm Webster. There’s also a new 
dedicated meetings and events complex.

www.sheratonedinburgh.co.uk

ThE CALEDOnIAn 
hILTOn hOTEL 
After a £24m investment programme, 
this iconic Edinburgh hotel is set to join 

the Waldorf Astoria Hotels and Resorts 
portfolio. The landmark property 
will be known as The Caledonian, 

A Waldorf Astoria Hotel. Michellin-
starred brothers, Chris and Jeff Galvin, 
will take over the Pompadour Restaurant 
and the ground-floor Brasserie de Luxe.

www.caledonianhiltonedinburgh.co.uk 
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DEVElOPmENTS {Venues}

ThE AThOLL 
Located in the heart of Edinburgh’s new Town, The 
Atholl is Edinburgh’s latest luxury hotel, comprising four 
spectacular suites. Each has its own state-of-the-art kitchen 
facilities and extensive living and dining rooms, with 
original Georgian features. The dining experience is catered 
for by the legendary Albert Roux OBE, KFO of Le Gavroche.

www.theatholl.com

nEW 
ATTRACTIOns

As if there wasn’t enough on offer in the 
city, another attraction has been added.

Edinburgh World Heritage has teamed  
up with Edinburgh Bus Tours to create 
a new tour around the UnESCO World 
Heritage Sites of Edinburgh’s Old and 

new Towns. It gives visitors the chance 
to discover fascinating facts about 

historical events and people 
that have shaped some of 

Edinburgh’s iconic 
landmarks.
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{Venues} DEVElOPmENTS

Business in Edinburgh covers all sorts of sectors, but some of the most  
important recent developments have been in green energy

AWARD 
WInnIng 
vEnUEs
The excellence of 
Edinburgh’s hotels 
and restaurants was 
confirmed in the recent 
Scottish Hotel Awards 
2012. The city picked up:
• The Chester Residence  

(pictured right) – Scottish 
Hotel of the Year
• Ten Hill Place – Green Hotel of the Year, 

Small Hotel
• Kyloe Grill at The Rutland Hotel – Most 
Exciting new Restaurant 
• Prestonfield Stables – Luxury Event Venue of 
the Year
• Sheraton Grand – Edinburgh Hotel of the Year 
and Spa of the Year
• Hotel Missoni (pictured left) – Hotel of Glamour
• The Bonham – Boutique Hotel of the Year
• Holiday Inn Express Edinburgh City Centre – 
Budget Hotel of the Year.

green ShootS

REnEWABLEs sUCCEss
Spanish energy giant Gamesa plans to build a 

production facility at Leith Docks, creating 800 
skilled jobs and bringing an estimated £125 million of 
investment. The new factory is expected to make the 
enormous blades for offshore wind turbines as well as 
the generator units that sit at the top of the turbine. 

Gamesa aims to begin construction early next year and 
ramp up production of the 160ft blades by mid-2014.

gREEn BAnk hQ
The headquarters of the UK’s Green Investment Bank 
will be based in Edinburgh after it beat off competition 

from 31 other bids. The bank is being set up with  
£3 billion of public money to help firms finance early 

stage renewable energy schemes. The organisation will 
be split, with a transaction team based in London. It is 
expected to employ between 50 and 70 full-time staff 

across the two sites.



EVENTS {Winter}

come back  
to edinbUrgh  

thiS chriStmaS

The capital is more than just a summer sensation  
– it can be a real winter wonderland too

ThE  
sTORYTELLIng 
FEsTIvAL
19–28 October
Scotland’s vibrant and enduring 
annual celebration of traditional 
and contemporary storytelling 
from home and across the world. 
Features all kinds of storytellers at 
various venues throughout the city. 

20

WInTER shOWs
King’s Theatre (pictured) panto this year is Mother Goose  

running from 1 December right through til 20 January.
Festival Theatre is showing The Snowman from 13-30 December  

and the Lyceum has a world premier of Cinderella: A Tale  
of Love and Loss from 29 november to 29 December.

Summer’s not the only time to visit 
Edinburgh – the city comes alive in winter 
with sparkling Christmas and Hogmanay 
(new Year’s Eve) celebrations that attract 
thousands of visitors from all over the world.   

The capital city of Scotland is inspiring 
at every time of year. That’s why it 
frequently wins ‘Best UK City’ awards from 
the likes of the guardian and Trip Advisor.

There’s no other city quite like Edinburgh 
at Christmas time. Thousands of lights 
decorate its streets, helping to create the  

jaw-dropping sight of the city’s illuminated 
skyline.

And there’s lots to see and do with a 
cornucopia of Christmas activities, events, 
and shows. From the traditional German 
market to the concert in Princes Street 
Gardens that helps usher in new Year, 
you’ve got a feast of fun to choose from.  

In 2012/13 the party promises to be 
bigger and better than ever – check out 

some of the highlights below. 
So, why not come back this Christmas? 
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pACkED WITh 
ATTRACTIOns 
Edinburgh is packed with award-winning 
visitor attractions. For starters there’s the 
ancient and stunning Edinburgh Castle, the 
city’s top paid-for attraction. The national 
Museum of Scotland, the city’s top free 
attraction, is also not to be missed.  

Other ‘must visits’ include Camera Obscura 
for kids of all ages and The Real Mary Kings 
Close for ghost-hunters. Adventurous families 
with a thirst for knowledge will find Dynamic 
Earth perfect, and who could resist the 
city’s newest stars – Sunshine and Sweetie, 
Edinburgh Zoo’s cuddly Giant Pandas?

DIRTY 
DAnCIng

4 December-12 January 2013
The spectacular smash-hit 

musical takes to the stage at 
the Edinburgh Playhouse. 
This classic story of Baby 

and Johnny has already been 
seen by millions across the 
globe. Get ready to dance in 
the aisles and sing along in 

your seat. 

EDInBURgh’s 
hOgMAnAY
28-31 December
Welcome to four incredible days of exciting 
cultural highlights and celebratory events; expect 

theatre, music, dance and street extravaganzas. 
Topping it all off is the world’s best street 

party with 80,000 revellers seeing in the 
new Year in style. Previous headliners at 

the show-stopping finale in Princes Street 
Gardens have included Primal Scream, Biffy 
Clyro and Bombay Bicycle Club.

Visit: www.edinburghschristmas.com  
and: www.edinburghshogmanay.com

InFORMATIOn 
sUppLIED BY 
MARkETIng 
EDInBURgh

to keep up to speed on what’s happening in edinburgh visit 
www.marketingedinburgh.org
www.twitter.com/edinburgh_
www.facebook.com/weloveedinburgh



Scotland’s history, from 
castles and cathedrals to abbeys and 
palaces, is one of the things that make 
it such a memorable destination for 
visitors from around the globe. 

However, with more than 5,000 
years of history at your disposal, it 
can be difficult to know where to 
start. One of the best ways to explore 
Scotland is by region.

In Edinburgh and the Lothians, 
you can’t visit the capital city 
without a trip to one of Scotland’s 
most famous landmarks, and 
its number one paid-for tourist 
attraction, Edinburgh Castle. Sitting 
majestically on top of an extinct 
volcano, the castle is home to the 
Scottish Crown Jewels and the  
Stone of Destiny. The famous One  
O’clock Gun is also fired every day  
at the castle, apart from Sundays and 
Christmas Day.

But the capital is also home to some 
hidden gems, including Craigmillar 

Castle, one of the most well-preserved 
medieval castles in Scotland, and 
Trinity House, which tells the story  
of Leith’s maritime past.

Venturing into the countryside 
which surrounds Edinburgh, why 
not stop off at the birthplace of 
Mary, Queen of Scots, Linlithgow 
Palace, the formidable stronghold 
of Tantallon Castle on the Firth 
of Forth, or the beautiful Dirleton 
Castle in north Berwick.

Central Scotland is home to one 
of Scotland’s most famous castles. 
Stirling Castle. Once the heart of the 
royal court, the castle’s palace interior 

has been beautifully recreated to how 
it may have looked at the time of a 
young Mary, Queen of Scots. Visitors 
are met by costumed characters from 
kings and queens, to heralds and 
servants transporting you back to 
times gone by.

Scotland’s borders have seen some 
of its most tumultuous history and its 
landscape is littered with reminders 
of its colourful past. Visit the famous 
border abbeys, including Dryburgh, 
Jedburgh, Melrose and Kelso or 
why not try Caelaverock Castle in 
south east Dumfries, one of the most 
beautiful castles in Scotland.

The Highlands of Scotland are 
characterised by dramatic scenery 
and a host of interesting sites to 
explore. Urquhart Castle sits proudly 
on the banks of Loch ness. With its 
natural beauty and 1,000 years of 
history, the castle offers a taste of the 
Highlands at their most dramatic. 

Within an hour’s drive of Urquhart 
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time travel 
to remember

With more than 70 historic attractions and 5,000 years of history under its 
belt, Historic Scotland has a huge amount of memorable experiences on offer 

ATTRACTIONS {Historic Scotland}

“Visitors to Historic 
Scotland properties 
can benefit from  
interactive events”

the skara Brae 
settlement has 
some of the 
best-preserved 
prehistoric 
houses in 
europe
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Castle sits one of the most 
impressive military fortifications  
in the UK, Fort George. Just outside 
of Inverness, the fort was built 
following the 1746 defeat at Culloden 
of Bonnie Prince Charlie by George II 
as a prevention against further 
Jacobite unrest. Entering the fort – 
which remains largely as it was when 
it was built – provides a fascinating 
insight into 18th century military life.

A trip to Scotland isn’t complete 
without a trip to Orkney and 
Shetland. Key highlights 
include the neolithic 
settlement at Skara 
Brae, one of the 
best-preserved 
groups of 
prehistoric 
houses in 
Europe. 

Uncovered 
by a storm 
in 1850, the 

village presents a remarkable picture 
of life around 5,000 years ago before 
Stonehenge was built. Meanwhile, 
on Shetland, Jarlshof Prehistoric and 
norse settlement includes both Bronze 
Age houses and Viking long houses.

Visitors to Historic Scotland 
properties can also benefit from 
access to a series of interactive events 
which bring the past to life in a 
colourful way. Key highlights for this 
season include jousting at Linlithgow 

in July and a Celebration of the 
Centuries event at Fort George 

in August – a spectacular 
extravaganza spanning the 
centuries, from the Romans 
to the present day. 

The event programme is 
regularly updated and 
further details can be 
found at www.historic-
scotland.gov.uk/events 

pAsspORT 
TO ThE pAsT

Available online, visitors can choose 
from a three-day pass, which can be 

used over a five-day period, or a seven-
day pass which can be used over  

14 days. An accompanying online map 
allows visitors to track sites and 

plan their trip. 
www.historic-scotland.gov.

uk/explorer

From clashing soldiers to jousting knights, 
historic scotland brings the past to life with 
more than 400 events at castles, palaces and 
other historic attractions across scotland

www.historic-scotland.gov.uk/places



WORlD DUTY FREE {World of Whiskies}
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World of Whiskies stores  
are designed to appeal to 

both the whisky connoisseur 
and the novice alike
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Find the perfect whisky to suit your taste at  
World of Whiskies in Edinburgh Airport

a drink 
For all 
SeaSonS

50ml Auchentoshan Classic
75ml Ginger Beer

Mixture of fresh fruit – mint, apple, 
fresh lemon, limes and oranges

simply mix everything together in 
a chilled jug, using the fresh fruit 

to complement the citrus flavour of 
auchentoshan classic

WhisKy  
a  LoLo

A pitcher of this refreshing 
cocktail is great to share  
with friends – perfect for  

summer parties and barbecues!

Our World Duty Free stores are in more 
than 21 airports across the UK, making them 
a familiar sight for many travellers. As well 
as our main tax and duty free stores, we 
also have ten specialist whisky stores called 
‘World of Whiskies’ – one of which can 
be found in Edinburgh Airport within our 
main store. Here, in this haven for whisky 
lovers, you will find more than 300 whiskies 
from across the globe. Our range includes 
everything from single malts, blends and 
bourbons, to rare and vintage expressions 
and even exclusive bottlings created just for 
us, by many of the leading distilleries.

Our World of Whiskies stores are designed 
to appeal to both the whisky connoisseur and 
the novice alike – helping you to discover 
the perfect whisky for yourself, or perhaps 
as a gift for family or friends. At the in-store 
tasting bar, you can sit in comfort and 
sample a variety of whiskies, assisted by our 
expert staff. They will help de-mystify this 
celebrated spirit or, if you are passionate 
about your whiskies, help you discover 

something totally new.
While people frequently choose to drink 

their whisky neat or with water, there are 
actually many other ways to enjoy it. Whisky 
is a great base for refreshing summer 
cocktails. Why not try a Whisky A Lolo, made 
with Auchentoshan, which is one of our 
best selling whiskies in Edinburgh Airport. 

A delicious new way to appreciate this 
noble spirit.



germany meets 
scotland with the 
edradour trabant

WHISKY {Distillery discovery}
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worldS
apapt

They may look like they belong on different planets, but the Roseisle and Edradour whisky 
distilleries share the same ‘spirit’ that makes Scotland’s national drink so great

|  WORDS:  TOM BRUCE-GARDYnE  PHOTOGRAPHY: MIKE WILKInSOn  |

The image 
of Roseisle is 
critical. It is 
a symbol of 
the whisky 
industry’s 
faith in the 
future... its 
malt won’t 

make it into 
a bottle until 

2022

The first major Scotch whisky distillery 
of the new millennium is on Speyside just 
like the first from the previous century. 
Yet in every other respect, Roseisle and 
Tormore are from different planets. While 
Roseisle is sleek and modern and lies just 
beyond Elgin, Tormore is a towering edifice 
in whitewashed granite on the main road 
between Grantown-on-Spey and Aberlour. 
Built in 1960, it has large topiary hedges 
shaped like stills and a clock tower playing 
‘Highland Laddie’ and other Scottish tunes 
four times an hour.

There were no topiary hedges when I 
visited Roseisle, nor any sound of ‘Highland 
Laddie’ chiming from the rooftops. In fact, 
there is little to tell you they make any 
whisky here at all. All signs are for Roseisle 
Maltings whose jumble of pipes and giant 
silos have been here since 1980. It is only 
when you reach the main entrance that you 
notice a discreet metal plaque with the word 
‘distillery’.

Gordon Winton, the site operations 
manager (a former manager at Cardhu, 
Cragganmore and Knockando), who 
showed me round, admits that visitors 
are often bemused. “It’s the first 
thing people say – ‘it doesn’t look 
like a distillery’. But then, why would 
it need to?” he asks rhetorically. 
“It’s a new-age distillery.” And sure 

enough Roseisle has no visitors’ centre, no 
distillery shop and no intention of joining the 
Speyside whisky trail. 

The image of Roseisle is critical. It is a 
symbol of the whisky industry’s faith in 
the future, and Diageo’s faith in its blends, 
particularly Johnnie Walker. The malt from 
this distillery, which cost £26 million to 
build, will not make it into a bottle of Black 
Label until 2022 at the earliest. 

Just two styles of whisky are made here, 
Winton explained. “We produce a heavy 
Speyside character, what we call ‘nutty’, 
which is the easiest one for any distillery to 
make. And we produce a light Speyside style.” 

Roseisle’s proudest boast concerns the 
environment. Everything from the draff to 
the husks from the grain is recycled to fire 
the stills or produce biofuels in a specially 
built plant across the road. 

The distillery needs just two operators at 
any one time to oversee the whisky-making 
process as it plays out on computer screens 

in the control room. 
It is striking how few people are needed 
these days, when you think back to 

those 19th-century distilleries that 
employed whole communities to 
produce a fraction of the spirit 
produced here.

As I left Roseisle, I began thinking 
of what those early distillers would 
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ROsEIsLE
Built: 2009

Size: 3,000m2

Annual production:  
10 million litres

No. of employees in the  
distillery at any one time: 2

EDRADOUR
Built: 1837

Size: 160m2 (approx)
Annual production:  

100,000 litres
No. of employees in the  

distillery at any one time: 3
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Like many 
a Victorian 

convert 
to whisky, 

Barnard was 
entranced by 

the drink’s 
illicit past, 
describing 

the smugglers 
as men of 

‘remarkable 
muscular 

power and 
shrewd 

audacity’

roseisle (top) still uses 
copper pot stills, like 

edradour (inset)

have made of it all. If they could somehow 
travel through time, I am sure they would 
recognise how little the production process has 
changed. They would also find comfort in the 
distilleries 14 gleaming copper stills, but the 
scale of the place might frighten them a little. 

Much less alarming would be a visit to 
that tiny, wee doll’s-house distillery known 
as Edradour. This was my next destination, 
back down the A9 to Perthshire and then out 
into the soft, rolling hills behind Pitlochry. 
“no, there are no computers in here,” Des 
McCagherty, the distillery’s spokesman, 
assured me as he proudly took me upstairs to 
see the replica Morton refrigerator.

When the original one from the 1930s that 
was made of copper finally packed up in 2009, 
most sensible distillers would have simply 
installed a heat exchanger (a device to heat 
products such as wash, spent lees, feints). 
Instead, an exact copy in stainless steel 
was commissioned at vast expense, 
despite having no tangible effect on 
the whisky. This small detail speaks 
volumes of Edradour’s stubborn, some 
would say obsessive, belief in tradition.

The rest of the process, from 
fermentation in Oregon pine 
wash-backs to distillation in two of 
the smallest stills legally operating in 
Scotland, happens downstairs in one room. 

Interestingly, though Edradour can’t match 
Roseisle’s energy-producing innovations, its 
environmental footprint is also small – casks 
are fully matured in its new warehouses and 
bottled on site, draff is fed to the local farmer’s 
cattle and the pot ale is removed and spread on 
the same farmer’s fields.

Edradour was built in 1837, though it 
seems whisky was being made on the site for 
at least 10 years before then. Today, it is the 
sole survivor among seven farm distilleries 
in the small parish of Logierait, and has been 
owned by Andrew Symington since 2002. 
One of the lost distilleries was Ballechin, 
which used peat from as far away as Orkney. 
Today, its name lives on in a heavily peated 
expression of Edradour.

Symington was inspired to launch Ballechin 
after reading Alfred Barnard’s account in 
his monumental guide to Britain’s whisky 
distilleries written in the 1880s. Travelling 
through the parish by open carriage, he 
wrote of “the rich treasures of beauty spread 
out before us” and of the burns “which are 
associated at every secluded bend and shady 
corner with the smuggling bothy”. Like many 
a Victorian convert to whisky, Barnard was 
entranced by the drink’s illicit past, describing 
the smugglers as men of “remarkable 
muscular power and shrewd audacity”.

After my tour, I sat beside the burn 
that sluices through the grounds of this 
ridiculously picturesque distillery, and flicked 
through a copy of The Myth, the Mafia 
and the Magic by Andrew Cameron, which 
McCagherty had given me. 

I read of how William Whiteley, a small-
time whisky baron who owned Edradour 
during the time of American Prohibition, 
had recruited Frank Costello to be his US 
sales consultant.

But I gave up. Trying to concentrate on 
some Mafia boss from the 1930s proved 
impossible beneath a deep blue sky with 
cotton-wool clouds, and with another coach-
load of tourists spilling out of the shop. 

As distant as it was to the mean streets of 
new York, Edradour felt equally far from the 
well-oiled whisky machine I had visited that 
morning. What trickles out of this place in a 
year, gushes out of Roseisle in just four days. 

This article is reproduced courtesy of  
The Scotch Malt Whisky Society and its 
members’ magazine, Unfiltered.



A vERY CURIOUs 
sOCIETY

The Scotch Malt 
Whisky Society bottles 

some of the finest 
whisky to be found 

anywhere in the world. 
Each and every Society 
bottling is one-of-a-kind 

and produced in  
limited number.

It is the single cask that 
makes Society whisky 
truly unique. Unlike 
many single malts, 

which are produced by 
blending casks from 
a single distillery, the 

Society only ever bottles 
single malt from a  

 
single cask, ensuring 
each new bottling is a 

unique, mouth-watering 
experience. And once 

it’s gone, it’s gone 
forever. 

Sourced from 129 
distilleries across 

Scotland and beyond, 
casks are individually 
selected by an expert 

Tasting Panel. If a dram 
fails to meet the panel’s 

high standards for 
quality and interest, it 
is not bottled. A simple 

system, but it works.
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gLEnkInChIE:  
A LABOUR  
OF LOvE
There are distillery  
tours and then there are 
Distillery Tours. At some 
you only get a glimpse  
of what lies behind the 
remarkable fruit of  
their labours.  

Others give a real insight 
into the extraordinary skill 
and dedication that is 
poured into each and every 
bottle. Glenkinchie, the 
home of the Edinburgh 
Malt, is undoubtedly one of 
those distilleries where you 
get a real flavour of what it 
is all about, quite literally!  

The visit begins on the 
Old Malting floors where 
you have the chance to see 
the fantastic exhibition 
which hosts the renowned 
model distillery. You are 

then met by your guide 
who leads you through the 
production area of the 
distillery, explaining how 
to make the precious 
‘Water of Life’.  

To finish your tour you 
are welcomed into the  
bar for a dram of the 
Glenkinchie 12 Year Old 
Single Malt Whisky.

Distillery Tour: £6 
Under 18s: £3 
T: 01875342012  
W: www.discovering-
distilleries.com/
glenkinchie

Visit www.smws.co.uk 

Join today, to enjoy 
exclusive single cask malts, 
luxurious venues in London, 
Edinburgh and around the 
world, expert tasting events 
and the award-winning  
Unfiltered magazine.

Discover Society 
membership
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malt 
magicianS

Creating whisky is a labour of love for the chosen few

There are those who would tell 
you that much of the magic has gone 
from the art of whisky making. For 
many, technology has reared its 
unpalatable – if inevitable – head and 
now dominates the production of the 
world’s most famous spirit. 

It is undoubtedly true that massive 
strides have been taken by an industry 
that, in some quarters, has taken 
the process of distillation to industrial 
proportions. But, in truth, whisky is still 
created. 

It is and will remain an art form, led by 
craftsmen whose skills and techniques have 
been passed down through the generations. 
These craftsmen are unique and their 
understanding and knowledge simply cannot 
be replicated by science alone.

Take, for example, the art of woodcraft.  
Oak casks have been an absolutely central 
part of whisky creation, forever. It has always 
been the material of choice for cooperage 
(the skill of making and maintaining whisky 
barrels) through its ease of use, watertight 
faculties and its ready availability across the 
northern hemisphere.

However, there remains a mystery and 
intrigue about the relationship between the 
raw spirit and the wood that plays such an 
important and vital role in development of 
each individual cask of whisky. 

It is a relationship that those master 
distillers and blenders at the heart of the 
industry have for centuries sought to 
understand. What is unequivocal, however,  
is that the way the spirit interacts with the 
oak as it matures in the barrels that are 
so lovingly cared for is the essence of this 
remarkable drink. 

Today, nowhere are the traditional skills of 
the whisky maker more apparent than at the 
home of The Balvenie. Produced on Speyside 
in the Scottish Highlands, the exceptional 

“Nowhere else will you find a distillery 
that still grows its own barley, still malts 
in its own traditional floor maltings”

quality of The Balvenie Single Malt comes as 
a direct result of the fact that the company 

retains and nurtures a high level of 
craftsmanship that other malt whisky 
producers no longer employ.

nowhere else will you find a distillery 
that still grows its own barley, still malts in 
its own traditional floor maltings, and still 

employs coopers to tend all the casks and a 
coppersmith to maintain the stills.

The Balvenie is a unique range of  
single malts created by David Stewart,  
the Balvenie Malt Master. He understands 
totally the importance of selecting the  
right wood and it is this depth of knowledge 
that has led to each member of the  
Balvenie family having such an individual 
taste. Each is rich, luxuriously smooth and 
underpinned by the distinctively honeyed 
character of The Balvenie.

David has created a travel retail exclusive 
that is already drawing admiring glances 
from across the industry.

It’s called The Balvenie GoldenCask 14 
Year Old and was matured first in traditional 
oak whisky casks before finishing in casks 
previously containing golden Caribbean rum.

The result is an interesting new Balvenie 
expression with a fruity sweetness and subtle 
spice. It’s a real treat for the malt enthusiast.

Presented in the traditional Balvenie  
tube, the new malt has an ABV of 47.5%.  
Its tasting notes characterise the offering as 
being of fruity sweetness and subtle spice, 
chocolate, orange and vanilla, building into a 
dry, oaky finish. 

Sounds delightful.

|  WORDS:  DAVID CAMEROn  |
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the Balvenie goldencask 
14 year old is tantalising 

tastebuds

diStilGamex
The Balvenie is produced by 
William Grant & Sons Ltd, 
an award-winning family-
owned distiller founded by 
William Grant in 1886 and 
today still controlled by the 
fifth generation of his family. 
The company distils some of 
the world’s leading brands of 
Scotch whisky, including the 
world’s favourite single malt 
Glenfiddich, the hand-crafted 
range of The Balvenie single 
malts and the world’s no. 4 
blended Scotch, Grant’s, as 
well as selected other spirits, 
including Hendrick’s Gin.

Visit www.williamgrant.com 
for more information on the 
company and its brands.
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w
a stunning view of  

edinburgh’s beautiful  
skyline from the royal 
overseas League hotel
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 From the 
parapet

|  WORDS:  CHRIS FITZGERALD  |The Royal Overseas 
League Hotel is just 
one of many Edinburgh 
venues offering a 
stunning view over  
this fabulous city 

Perhaps the most 
recognisable sight in Edinburgh 
is its impressive castle, perched 
imperiously above West Princes 
Street Gardens. Fortunate then, that 
most of the traditional bedrooms at 
the Royal Overseas League Hotel 
offer a stunning view of this historic 
landmark. Situated in the heart of 
Princes Street, directly opposite the 
castle itself, rooms at the hotel also 
offer guests free Wi-Fi, a private 
bathroom, a flat-screen TV and radio.

But you don’t need to stay at the 
hotel to make the most of these 
stunning views. Its conference, 
banquet and wedding facilities – 
accommodating anything between 

ten and 90 people – all offer the castle 
as a stunning backdrop too. The hotel 
has appointed a new evening head 
chef, Adam Dwyer, who has cooked 
with Rick Stein and worked at the 
famous Goodfellas restaurant.

And to burn off a good meal, you 
can easily walk to the Royal Mile –  
the world-famous succession 
of streets which form the main 
thoroughfare of the Old Town of  
the city and runs from Edinburgh 
Castle at the top of the Castle Rock 
down to Holyrood Abbey. 

To book, or for more information, 
visit www.rosl-edinburgh.org  
or call 0131 225 1501.

50 %
OFF
FAnTAsTIC OFFER»
Capital Magazine readers 
can get 50 per cent off their 
subscription fee to become a 
member of the Royal Overseas 
League – simply quote  
‘Capital Magazine Deal’  
when booking.

EDInBURgh CAsTLE:  
A vIsUAL MARvEL
the fortress on castle rock dominates  
the skyline of the city of edinburgh.  
human habitation of the site is said to  
date back as far as the 9th century Bc.
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the royal overseas League 
hotel has a luxurious  

interior while offering views 
of a spectacular exterior

x

In A LEAgUE  
OF ITs OWn

The Royal Overseas League is a non-profit private member organisation 
set-up to support international understanding and friendship through 
social music, arts and welfare activities. However, non-members can still 
enjoy the facilities if they book in advance.

S
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Those looking for entertainment on Edinburgh’s  
famous George Street can eat, drink and dance  
all under one roof at The Dome

StreetS 
ahead
Located in the heart 
of Edinburgh’s new Town, 
George Street just oozes style. 
From Harvey nichols in  
St Andrew Square and designer 
shops such as Jo Malone and 
Phase Eight, to jewellers such 
as Hamilton & Inches, those 
seeking the very best don’t 
have to look far. And, when the 
shopping’s done, let’s not forget 
the street’s top-end restaurants, 
bars and clubs. This is where 
The Dome comes into its own 
– encapsulating all three under 
the one roof.

The venue is a great place 
to meet friends and colleagues 
for coffee, cocktails, lunch 

and dinner. From The Grill 
Room bar and restaurant 
and The Club Room bar and 
restaurant to conference suites, 
the Georgian Suite, the Green 
Room and The Garden Café – 
the Dome really does offer the 
lot. In addition, the conference 
suites and private dining 
facilities can also accommodate 
a variety of events, including 
training courses and 
seminars, corporate dinners, 
wedding receptions and civil 
partnership celebrations.

For more information, go to 
www.thedomeedinburgh.com  
or call 0131 624 8624.

ThRILLIng 
ThOROUghFARE

george street started out as a residential 
area before several banks and insurance 
companies moved into the street. these  

days, however, the street is primarily  
home to bars and nightclubs as  

well as a host of upmarket shops. 

w
george street oozes  

style with a wide range  
of designer clothes shops



grab a bite,  
sip a cocktail and 
get moving on the  

dancefloor

DOME AWAY FROM hOME
The Dome opened its doors in 1996. However, the building first served as the 

headquarters of the Commercial Bank of Scotland in 1844, built on the site of the old 
Physicians’ Hall, with the building itself designed by David Rhind in a Greco-Roman 
style. The Dome’s conference suites and private dining facilities can accommodate a 

variety of events, from weddings to corporate dinners.

w
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hARvEY nIChOLs
The first Scottish store of the group 

opened in 2002. The five-storey 
shop is situated on the eastern end of 
St Andrew Square, with far-reaching 
views over the city of Edinburgh and 

the Firth of Forth.

sT AnDREW sQUARE
Dominating the centre of this 

square, at the east end of George 
Street, is the Melville Monument, 

which commemorates Henry 
Dundas, the first Viscount Melville. 

The Melville Monument is 
surrounded by the beautiful  
St Andrew Square Gardens.
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Leith Shore has been 
transformed in recent years and now 
boasts some of Edinburgh’s trendiest 
bars and swankiest Michelin-starred 
restaurants.

Malmaison Edinburgh sits in the 
heart of this thriving hub and many 
of its 100 rooms offer sweeping views 
out over the port.

But turn away from the window 
and you’ll be greeted by an equally 
inviting view. The beds are wrapped 
in Egyptian linen, the monsoon 

showers look sure to leave you 
refreshed and bespoke toiletries 
from Arran Aromatics will leave you 
glowing in the stylish mood lighting.

Each of the individually designed 
rooms are spacious, offering a DVD 
player, satellite TV and free internet.

This boutique hotel boasts many 
period features, including a grand 
staircase and impressive central 
clock tower.

A fully equipped gym is on site  
for fitness buffs, and there’s free 

parking and a stylish bar too.
Out and about, the Shore itself 

offers notable dining experiences 
at The Restaurant Martin Wishart 
and The Kitchin, but closer to home, 
Malmaison’s brasserie now offers 
a universal menu and wine list, 
with each dish and bottle carefully 
chosen.

For the best available rates, go to  
www.malmaison.com  
or www.hotelduvin.com

malmaison edinburgh  
offers beautiful sweeping  

views of the harbour

SUnShine  
on leith

Malmaison Edinburgh is nestled in the heart of a trendy  
hub – offering guests plenty to see and do



ship to 
shore

malmaison edinburgh began 
life as a seamen’s mission 

back in the late 1800s and was 
transformed into a glamorous 
haven for culture vultures and 
food and drink aficionados in 

1994, being the first malmaison 
in the group.
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{Venues} ROOm WITH A VIEW

ThIngs TO  
sEE AnD DO
The places for fine dining...
The pinnacle of the Shore’s dining appeal 
has to be its three Michelin-starred 
venues: Restaurant Martin Wishart,  
The Kitchin and Plumed Horse 
 – all within a stone’s throw of 
each other. For those on a 
smaller budget, there are 
plenty of other places to 
eat and drink along the 
Shore too.

The Royal Yacht 
Britannia...
The ship was used by Her 
Majesty The Queen and the 
Royal Family for state visits, 
holidays and functions around the 
world between the 1950s and 1990s. now 
members of the public can climb aboard  
to explore this piece of royal naval history 
for themselves.



LanD 
oF pLenty
situated in 35 acres of 

landscaped and manicured 
parkland, the grounds of 

carberry tower offer 
scenic views  
and walks.

ROOm WITH A VIEW {Venues}
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Get breathtaking views across picturesque parkland at the 
recently refurbished Carberry Tower just outside Edinburgh

high living 
Looking out over the Queen 
Mother Rose Garden of Carberry Tower, 
it’s easy to picture a young Queen 
Elizabeth II happily playing there.

The building used to be home 
to the Queen Mother’s sister, 
Lady Elphinstone, with Her 
Royal Highness a frequent visitor 
throughout childhood.

now, however, this magnificent 
castle building is part of Clarenco’s 
three-strong Scottish venue 
portfolio, the others being Ackergill 
Tower in Caithness and Kinnettles 
Castle, Kinnettles near Dundee.

Set just outside of Edinburgh, in 
the picturesque town of Musselburgh, 
Carberry Tower offers guests a choice 
of four newly refurbished room types, 

all providing breathtaking views 
across the estate.

Carberry Tower caters 
for conferences, events, 
weddings and family 
breaks and has played 
host to many high-
profile guests.

The Tower has been 
recently sympathetically 
refurbished, and inside it is 
brimming with traditional features 
and original character, mixed with 
classical furnishings. 

To book a luxury break, wedding, 
event or conference, or for more 
information, call Carberry Tower  
on 0131 665 3135.





mUSIC {Liquid Room}
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Enjoy the very best live music Edinburgh  
has to offer at the Liquid Room

hey
mUSic 
lover!

gRIMEs
Grimes is the inventive work of 
Canadian Claire Boucher, a project that 
has gained notoriety since its inception 
back in early 2010. With her creative bent 
being both musical and visual, her second 
self embodies the arts of 2D, performance, 
dance, video and sound, weaving them 
all together to strong rhythmic effect. 
Subsequent records have sharpened 
her production skills and each one has 
tackled different influences and styles. 
This new set incorporates influences as 
wide as Enya, TLC and Aphex Twin, while 
drawing from genres like new Jack Swing, 
IDM, new Age, K-pop, Industrial and 
Glitch resulting in a record that is both 
otherworldly and futuristic. This hipster is 
one of the most talked about new editions 
on the indie scene. Her show will be a sell 
out at £10 per ticket on Tuesday 28 August.

Edinburgh’s Liquid Room is 
up there with the very best music venues. 
Coldplay, Kasabian, Mumford and Sons and 
The Kings of Leon have all strutted their 
stuff here, while DJs such as Moby, Steve 
Angello, Sasha, Mylo and Roger Sanchez 
have all scratched the vinyl – making this  
the only club to be seen in after dark. 
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 {Liquid Room} mUSIC

LUCkY ME / TnghT
LuckyMe Music Art Parties began as a 

hip hop group which increasingly became 
influenced by techno, house, jazz and post-

rock, and is now working with a global roster 
based in London, Glasgow and new York. 
For this year’s Festival, LuckyMe teams 

up with local promoters Heavy Gossip & 
Ultragroove to put on Hudson Mohawke and 

Lunice as TnGHT on Saturday 11 August. 
Tickets are available now at £10  

plus booking fee.

CARL COx
As a musical ambassador since he was 

in short trousers, Carl Cox has been 
there and done it, never losing sight of 
his passions – playing music, breaking 

tunes and celebrating life. now Sydney-
based Cox’s UK, never mind Scottish, 

appearances are so rare that this chance 
to see him in the capital is a must. On 

Friday 24 August, Musika presents Carl 
Cox & Friends, with advance tickets on 

sale now at £20 plus booking fee.

sLEIgh BELLs
new York duo Sleigh Bells offer guitarist 
Derek Miller and singer Alexis Krauss’ unique 
formula of minimalist yet powerful garage 
noise electronic rock. As the Sleigh Bells’ story 
goes: Miller met Krauss while waiting tables 
in new York. Within a year, they went from 

strangers to the pair behind one of the best 
albums of 2010. Sleigh Bells’ second album, 
Reign of Terror, is a brash, hyperactive set 

of songs, but Miller and Krauss’ synthesis of 
disparate strands is exceptionally graceful, with 
traditionally macho and girly sounds flowing 
together seamlessly in dynamic, often ecstatic 
pop tunes. On 22 August, Sleigh Bells make 
their debut visit to Edinburgh and the city’s 
best live venue. Advance tickets are £12 plus 
booking fee.



DATES
4TH JULY     Mansion. Edinburgh's largest 

midweek event
5TH JULY    Indigo, Biggest Indie midweek event
6TH JULY   Hideout, Kickstart your weekend 

with the largest club anthems
7TH JULY   Liquidroom Classics with DJs from 

Luvely, Taste, Musika and more
11TH JULY    Mansion. Edinburgh's largest 

midweek event
12TH JULY  Indigo. Biggest indie midweek event
13TH JULY   Hideout. Kickstart your weekend 

with the largest club anthems
14TH JULY   Kapital 5th Birthday 

with Stephan Bodzin
18TH JULY   Mansion. Edinburghs largest 

midweek event
19TH JULY   Indigo. Biggest indie midweek event
20TH JULY    Hideout. Kickstart your weekend 

with the largest club anthems
21ST JULY   Rewind. Best of the 70s, 80s, 

90s and 00s
25TH JULY   Mansion. Edinburgh's largest 

midweek event
26TH JULY  Garaje Jack Gig

26TH JULY   Indigo. Biggest Indie 
midweek event

27TH JULY  Conor Maynard Gig
27TH JULY   Hideout. Kickstart your weekend 

with the largest club anthems
28TH JULY   Madchester. Celebrate the music 

scene that came from Manchester
 1ST AUG   Mansion. Edinburgh's largest 

midweek event
2ND AUG   Indigo. Biggest indie 

midweek event
3RD AUG   Hideout. Kickstart your weekend 

with the largest club anthems
4TH AUG   Musika with Seth Troxler 

and Residents
5TH AUG   Elements 2nd Birthday Party with 

Simon Patterson and Jordan 
Suckley

8TH AUG   Mansion. Edinburghs largest 
midweek event

9TH AUG  Toots and the Maytals gig
9TH AUG   Indigo. Biggest indie 

midweek event
10TH AUG   Hideout. Kickstart your weekend 

with the largest club anthems
11TH AUG  Dead Sea Souls gig

11TH AUG   LuckyMe! Festival special with 
Hudson Mohawke and Lunice

12TH AUG   Logikal with Zed Bias, Fantastic 
Mr Fox & Monki

14TH AUG  Dispatch Gig
15TH AUG   Mansion, Edinburgh's largest 

midweek event
16TH AUG   Indigo. Biggest indie 

midweek event
17TH AUG   Hideout. Kickstart your weekend 

with the largest club anthems
17TH AUG  Fatherson gig
18TH AUG   Xplicit with Caspa, Xilent 
 & Akira Kiteshi
19TH AUG   Hotstep with Heatwave 

& Serocee live
22ND AUG Sleigh Bells gig
22ND AUG    Mansion. Edinburgh's largest 

midweek event
23RD AUG   Indigo. Biggest indie 

midweek event
24TH AUG   Musika presents Carl Cox, 

Yousef and residents
25TH AUG  Madchester with Tim Burgess,
26TH AUG   Peacebus. 60s - 70s Hippie party 

like no other
27TH AUG  Enter Shikari gig
28TH AUG  Grimes gig
29TH AUG   Mansion. Edinburghs largest 

midweek event
30TH AUG   Indigo. Biggest indie 

midweek event
31ST AUG   Hideout. Kickstart your weekend 

with the largest club anthems

DATES
 1ST JULY  Drama, House and Electro 
4TH JULY   Mansion. Edinburgh's largest 

midweek event
5TH JULY  Indigo. Biggest indie 
 midweek event
6TH JULY   Hideout. Kickstart your weekend 

with the largest club anthems
7TH JULY  Ladies on Rotation
11TH JULY   Mansion. Edinburgh's largest 

midweek event
12TH JULY   Indigo. Biggest indie 

midweek event

13TH JULY  Jak’n, Free Party
14TH JULY  Bad Apple with Ovr-Kill
18TH JULY   Mansion, Edinburghs largest 

midweek event
19TH JULY   ZZZAP Summer Nights Part 2
20TH JULY  49Hz Residents Party
21ST JULY   Fever. An amazing musical mix 

and fabulous production
25TH JULY   Mansion. Edinburgh's largest 

midweek event
26TH JULY  Come Collective 
 4th Brithday Party
27TH JULY  Compakt with Harvey McKay
28TH JULY   Heavy Gossip & Ultragroove 

Disco & House
29TH JULY  Residents, Dubstep and Bass
 1ST AUG   Mansion, Edinburghs largest 

midweek event
2ND AUG   ZZZAP, Art & Music Forever Fresh
3RD AUG  49Hz with 123Mark
4TH AUG  Jackhammer Festival Special
6TH AUG  Trade Union Festival
7TH AUG  Drama, House and Electro
8TH AUG   Mansion. Edinburgh's largest 

midweek event

9TH AUG   ZZZAP, Art & Music 
Forever Fresh

10TH AUG  Repo with Special guest
11TH AUG  Heavy Gossip & Ultragroove
13TH AUG  Trade Union Festival
15TH AUG   Mansion. Edinburgh's largest 

midweek event
16TH AUG  ZZZAP, Art & Music 
 Forever Fresh
17TH AUG   Hippy Hippy Shake 

with DJ Format
18TH AUG  Edinburgh Rocks
20TH AUG Trade Union Festival
22ND AUG  Mansion. Edinburgh's largest 

midweek event
23RD AUG  ZZZAP, Art & Music Forever Fresh
24TH AUG   Musika presents Carl Cox, 

Yousef and residents
25TH AUG  Fever. An amazing musical mix and 

fabulous production
27TH AUG  Trade Union Festival
29TH AUG   Mansion. Edinburgh's largest 

midweek event
30TH AUG  ZZZAP, Art & Music Forever Fresh
31ST AUG  Club 10-86 with Pig & Dan

THE LIQUID ROOM & THE ANNEXE
9C VICTORIA STREET, 
EDINBURGH. EH1 2HE

T: 0131 225 2564  F: 0131 225 2574

WWW.LIQUIDROOM.COM
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Picking up a bottle of whisky at 
the airport is part and parcel of a trip for 
most travellers, but for some it’s a serious 
and all-consuming passion.

The market for rare and collectable 
whiskies has boomed in recent times, with 
many connoisseurs making Edinburgh 
Airport one of the first stops on their 
search for exclusive gems.

 Whisky consultant at the Airport, Matt 
Cross, explained: “The price of collectable 
whisky has overtaken the price of gold, so 
it’s an increasingly attractive investment.

“In the past, if we sold a bottle for 
£1,000 there was great excitement – now 
we expect to sell a bottle of that value 
almost every day. 

“And there is a range of whiskies, 
including The Macallan, Glenfiddich 
and Dalmore, achieving very high prices. 
At Christmas, we sold a set of 12 bottles 
of Glenfiddich for £51,000. And we’ve 

recently sold three bottles of The Dalmore 
– one at £13,000, one at £11,000 and 
another at £8,000.”

Matt said people from all over the world 
are collecting. “We keep a close eye on the 
marketplace and we’re in regular touch 
with our customers. If there’s a whisky 
they’re interested in, we’ll source it. And 
we let them know about new whiskies 
becoming available.”

The World Duty Free team knows its 
stuff, and right now they’re excited about 
the imminent arrival of The Dalmore 
Constellation collection. Matt added: “It’s 
a fantastic range of 21 bottles that go from 
£2,000 to £21,000. The full collection 
is around £150,000 and I’m hoping one 
or two of my regular clients might be 
interested.”

That’s quite a price tag. But for avid 
collectors of Scotland’s finest, it’s one that 
could be to their taste. 

get on 
the Fast 

tracK
You can get through 

the terminal even 
quicker when you 
use Fast Track car 

parking or Fast Track 
security. 

The Fast Track car 
park is less than a 

minute’s walk from 
the terminal.

The cost of upgrading 
also includes a Fast 
Track security pass, 
which you can also 
buy separately. This 
helps make sure you 
get through security 

quickly and smoothly.

shop & 
coLLect

When you’re 
travelling, the last 

thing you want to do 
is carry around extra 
baggage – that’s why 
Edinburgh Airport 
offers a free Shop & 

Collect service. 
If you’re travelling 
within the UK and 
EU, you can shop 

in any airport store 
and collect all your 

purchases when you 
return. Just ask to 

Shop & Collect when 
you buy and visit 

the collection point 
in domestic arrivals 
when you get back. 

For those in the market for collectable whiskies 
fetching anything up to £20,000, Edinburgh 
Airport is an essential stop-off point 

|  PHOTOGRAPHY:  PETER SAnDGROUnD  |
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edinburgh airport 
ceo gordon Dewar 
says the city punches 
above its weight for 
attracting tourists 

NEWS {Airport updates}
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the pride 
and the 
paSSion

Better check-in and quicker security processes are just some of the 
improvements planned by the new team running Edinburgh Airport

We’ve got a strong 
team and we’re hoping 
passengers see the results 
of our efforts very quickly

After its acquisition by GIP, Edinburgh 
Airport is ready to take off as a world-class 
destination, with two local men proudly 
piloting its route to success.

new chief executive officer Gordon Dewar 
grew up just a few miles from the airport 
and he’s setting his sights high. “We need to 
recognise that we should be competing with 
world-class destinations such as Barcelona 
and Venice. 

“Edinburgh punches above 
its weight in terms of its 
attractiveness to tourists, and as 
a place to live, work and study. 
We have to make the most of 
those advantages.”

Gordon says that coming 
back to Edinburgh is 
unfinished business and he 
believes the airport has been 
doing well despite the general 
economic challenges.

“We’ve got a strong team at the 
airport and we’re hoping passengers see the 
results of our efforts very quickly. We want 
to work closely with local businesses and 
people, and we want to be talking to airlines 
about new routes.

“I’m really enthusiastic about the chance 
to manage the airport in my home city 
with the freedom to do what you want to 
do. Edinburgh’s natural advantages are 
enormous. It’s the only UK airport outside of 
London with a meaningful inbound airflow. 
We have a great product with year-round 
demand and a great mix of leisure and 
business passengers. 

“Added to that, GIP is now bringing world-

class business improvement expertise – I 
can’t imagine a better formula.”

Recently appointed chief operations officer, 
David Wilson doesn’t hide his passion or 
ambition. “This is my dream job and the aim 
is to raise Edinburgh to the next level and 
establish it as a real global destination.” 

However, he realises that success will only 
come by focusing on those that matter most.

“It’s all about giving every customer the 
best possible experience.

“Our immediate priorities 
include improving the 

check-in process. By using 
GIP’s tried-and-tested 
improvement techniques, we 
can be smarter in the way we 
operate our check-in desks.

“We want to improve the 
security process, so passengers 

pass through quickly and 
efficiently. And we need to improve 

the international inbound arrivals process.”
David added: “I’m incredibly proud of the 

city and its airport. 
“Edinburgh is already an award-winning 

airport and we’ll continually strive to deliver 
excellence across the whole passenger 
journey.”



istanbul is just a 
direct flight away 

from edinburgh 

taKe a Bag  
on BoarD

Baffled about what you can take on 
board? good news – at edinburgh airport 
you can take one bag of airport shopping in 

addition to your hand luggage allowance. 
this applies to all airlines except ryanair. 
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FIRsT DIRECT TURkEY 
FLIghTs TO TAkE OFF 

LOvE ThE 
sAvIngs!
One of the reasons 
passengers love using 
Edinburgh is the chance 
to make big savings at the 
airport shops, including 
World Duty Free. 

You can save between 
15 per cent and 40 per 
cent on brands such 
as Rayban, Moet et 

Chandon, Calvin Klein, 
Furla and many more.

The latest gadgets are 
also great value for money. 
Dixons price checks 
cameras, laptops, iPods 
and camcorders. What’s 
more, they offer a ‘walk 
out working’ service – 
so your gadget can be 
up and running by the 
time you get on your 
flight.

Scotland’s first direct link with 
Turkey will be launched by 
Turkish Airlines from Edinburgh 
Airport in July. 

The four days a week service 
flies to Istanbul Ataturk Airport, 
which is the main hub for 
Turkish Airlines, and will open 
up connections to a range of 
global destinations including 
Hong Kong, Singapore, Beijing, 
Bangkok, Johannesburg, 
Shanghai and Delhi.

The inaugural flight is 
scheduled for Monday 16 July 
and the airline has had to use a 
larger Boeing 737 to meet the 
initial demand. The normal 

service, which runs on Monday, 
Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, 
will use an Airbus 319. 

Jim O’Sullivan, Edinburgh 
Airport’s managing director, said 
that European traffic has driven 
much of the airport’s growth in 
the past year and that Istanbul 
was a destination they have been 
working hard to get.

He said: “Connectivity guides 
everything we do and this new 
route is doubly exciting because 
of the onward connection 
possibilities Istanbul offers.”

Turkish Airlines plans to 
expand the route to a daily 
service in the near future.

taKe a Bag  
on BoarD

Baffled about what you can take on 
board? good news – at edinburgh airport 
you can take one bag of airport shopping in 

addition to your hand luggage allowance. 
this applies to all airlines except ryanair. 
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gateway to  
the world
Edinburgh is Scotland’s capital airport with more than nine million passengers  

travelling on 40+ airlines, flying to more than 100 destinations around the world.
Here’s your at-a-glance guide to the destinations you can reach through our airport
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r
British  
airways eDi  
to London city 
operates up 
to eight times 
a day

CAPITAl TO CAPITAl {British Airways}

A sleek, modern Embraer jet dips 
toward the silver ribbon of the Thames, 
tilting to give passengers a unique view of 
the UK capital and its famous landmarks. 
Canary Wharf, the shimmering towers of the 
City of London and the Docklands all slip by, 
almost close enough to reach out and touch. 
As the aircraft levels for its final approach, 
sunlight floods the cabin and you settle back 
into your spacious leather seat.

Arriving in a great city should always be like 
this, and with a journey time of about two and 
a half hours from checking in at Edinburgh 
Airport to standing outside St Paul’s, a flight to 
London City Airport is as good as it gets.

British Airways’ service between the Scottish 
capital and London now runs eight times a day. 
To meet growing demand, the airline has also 
recently increased direct flights from Glasgow 
Airport to six daily and, in September, will 
begin flights from Aberdeen.

So why has London City Airport become 
such a popular choice for travellers to and from 
Scotland?

“Primarily, it tends to be the 
sheer convenience which attracts 
people,” said Luke Hayhoe, 
General Manager Commercial 
for BA CityFlyer. “Arriving at 
City, you can be off the aircraft 
and onto the Docklands Light 
Railway in around ten minutes. 
Then it’s 12 minutes to Canary 
Wharf or 22 to Bank. It brings 
London so much closer that 
even going out and back in a day 
becomes quite trivial.”

Situated on the Thames, the airport offers 
comfortable leather furniture, free Wi-Fi and 
a selection of dining and drinking options 
available to all airside customers.

BA also recently invested in the fleet 
servicing its London City routes, with 
the new Embraer 170 and 190 jets. They 
sport the latest engine technology and 
aerodynamic designs, and emit about 30 
per cent less carbon dioxide than their 
predecessors. Internally, several rows of seats 
have been removed to give passengers a 
more comfortable short journey.

For businesses, the ability to provide clients 
across the UK with a responsive, personal 
service has become more critical in recent years. 
In this context, access to fast, reliable transport 
joining the key financial centres of London 
and Edinburgh is no longer just a matter of 
convenience; for successful businesses, it has 
become a key competitive tool. 

Although the service has been attractive to 
business travellers, who still make up about 
70 per cent of passengers, a growing number 

of people are taking advantage 
of its benefits for leisure or 
tourist travel. With such short 
journey times, a day trip of 
shopping on Oxford Street and 
Covent Garden, followed by 
an afternoon show in the West 
End, is now possible without an 
overnight stay.

A relaxing experience, travel 
between these two great capital 
cities will leave you refreshed 
and ready to seize the day.

“It tends to 
be the sheer 
convenience 

which 
attracts 
people”

Comfortable, convenient and professional – regular flights to the
heart of London allow travellers to start as they mean to go on

|  WORDS:  RICHARD CROASDALE  |

to london in 

Style
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LAWsOn MUnCAsTER
MAnAgIng DIRECTOR OF  
CITY AM, Is A REgULAR FLYER  
WITh LOnDOn CITY AIRpORT

“I live with my family in north Berwick, Scotland, and 
commute from Edinburgh to London City on a Monday 
morning, flying back on Friday afternoons,” said Lawson. 
“It’s enormously convenient. I can leave my home and be at 
my desk in about three hours. If I used another London 
airport, you could add another two hours to each leg. More 
often than not these days, I take what I call the ‘chairman’s 
flight’ at 10.45am. It means I can drop my kids off at school, and 
get to a lunch appointment for 12.30pm. I really like the new 
Embraers, particularly the 2x2 seating. It’s much roomier.”

t
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SHOPPING {Hamilton & Inches}

If you’re looking for the ultimate in luxurious 
shopping environments, visit Hamilton & 
Inches’ jewellery store on George Street in the 
centre of Edinburgh. If the opulent Georgian 
townhouse surroundings of this venerable 
establishment don’t take your breath away, 
then the exquisitely designed jewellery, 
silverware and classic watch collections will.

Hamilton & Inches is an Edinburgh 
institution and started business in 1866 on 
Princes Street in the shadow of Edinburgh 
Castle. In the early days, the company focused 
on clock making and in 1887 received its first 
Royal Warrant: the recognition of services 
provided to a Royal household. In 1902, it was 
commissioned to build the giant clock for 
Edinburgh’s landmark north British Station 
Hotel – now the five-star Balmoral Hotel – and 
it is still telling the time today. 

Such was Hamilton & Inches’ reputation in 
the city that it was said that the gunner who 
fired the one o’clock cannon from Edinburgh 
Castle checked his watch every morning by 
the clock in the jeweller’s window on his way 
to work. When asked how Hamilton & Inches’ 
staff checked their timepieces they replied: “By 
the one o’clock gun”!

Although Hamilton & Inches is part of 
Edinburgh’s rich history, it has made an 
international name for itself in the present in 
the design and manufacture of contemporary 
jewellery and silverware.

Stephen Paterson, who joined the family 

For almost 150 years, Hamilton & Inches has been  
a jewel in the crown of Edinburgh’s shopping

glitterS
For all that

firm in 1979 on the sales floor, has worked 
his way up through the business, becoming 
co-owner following a successful management 
buy-out in 1998 and then Managing Director in 
2010. He believes Hamilton & Inches is unique 
in the jewellery business.

He explained: “We have a very good offering 
of fine jewellery, incorporating precious 
metals set with diamonds, pearls and other 
gemstones, as well as silverware and a range 
of exclusive watches. But what makes us 
really special is having our workshops on site, 
making us almost the only jeweller in the UK 
that manufactures its own designs of jewellery 
and silverware on the premises.”

Above the opulent grandeur of the 
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pateK 
phiLippe
Hamilton & 

Inches is one of 
the few retailers 
in the UK to sell 
the prestigious 
Swiss watches. 

The company is 
also planning a 

new and exclusive 
area for Rolex 

watches.

X

www.hamiltonandinches.com



BespoKe 
Designs

Award-winning 
craftsmen work 
above the store 
producing their 

own silver designs. 
Many feature a 

gently hammered 
finish, known 

as ‘plannished’, 
a signature of 
the company’s 

silverware.
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showroom are three floors of workshops, 
where skilled craftsmen are busy creating 
new jewellery designs, silver ornaments and 
renovating customer’s treasured belongings.

Stephen added: “These workshops are 
almost the last of their kind and are home 
to a team of the UK’s finest craftsmen. 
Here, we specialise in producing handmade 
pieces using time-honoured techniques. 
But while our methods are steeped in 
tradition, our designs have a distinctly 
contemporary feel.

 “However, although we are 
fortunate to be at the top end of the 
jewellery market, with some of our 
lines selling for many thousands of 

pounds, having our own 
workshops mean that we can 
also produce jewellery for far 
more modest budgets too.”

The company’s silverware 
designs are not only sold 

throughout the UK but also 
exported to Europe, particularly to 

Switzerland and Germany.
It’s been a busy year for the team 

as 2012 is not only HM The Queen’s 
Diamond Jubilee but it’s also 60 years since 
Hamilton & Inches moved to its George Street 
premises from its original shop on Princes 
Street. To celebrate, Hamilton & Inches will 
launch a new fine jewellery collection this 
September, focusing on diamonds; more 
unusual cabochon cut gemstones, such as 
milky aquamarine and moonstone; white and 
yellow gold; and a hint of rose gold too.

The company has also been involved in 
celebrating the Diamond Jubilee: it was 
privileged to be one of a small number of 
craftsmen chosen by John Walker & Son to 
assist in creating a limited edition of 60 bottles 
of Diamond Jubilee, a blend of rare scotch 
whiskies distilled in 1952 to celebrate HM The 
Queen’s Diamond Jubilee. Hamilton & Inches 
was commissioned to create the decanter 
adornments by hand in Britannia silver, setting 
a half-carat diamond into each silver collar and 
hand engraving all the details into the silver.

Stephen explained: “The Johnnie 
Walker Project brings together a number 
of Royal Warrant-holding companies 

with specific craft skills to produce just 
60 whisky presentation boxes. At £100,000 

each, they are being marketed around the 
world to celebrate the Diamond Jubilee 
and raise money for the Queen Elizabeth 
Scholarship Trust, a charity that provides 
grants and training to craftspeople in the UK.

“It’s been a real honour to be involved 
and has led to some other interesting 
collaborative projects with other Royal 
Warrant holders.” 

With so much going on, Stephen is 
confident about the future and believes that 
Hamilton & Inches will continue as one of 
the UK’s leading luxury goods companies.

He said: “We’ve achieved our reputation 
by being very selective in the brands we 
sell and continually investing in our design 
and manufacturing capabilities, but it’s the 

quality of our staff that shines through: 
their skills, experience and integrity 

have helped us build up an enviable 
reputation that gives our customers 
the reassurance that they are getting 

real value with both a quality of 
product and service.”

the Best in 
the WorLD

Hamilton & 
Inches stocks 

classic fine 
jewellery 

from some of 
the world’s 

leading brands 
– Wellendorff, 

Stephen Webster 
and Georg 

Jensen.

X

X
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r
charan gill 
is the man 
who brought 
the ashoka to 
glasgow

tiKKa  
BreaK

charan gill’s book, tikka Look 
at me now, tells his amazing 

success story – from an apprentice 
turner at a shipyard on the clyde, 

he went on to found and head a 
multimillion-pound empire as 

‘europe’s curry King’.
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Charan Gill is one of Scotland’s highest profile and popular entrepreneurs. Today, his 
pursuit of happiness has led to Musselburgh, where Kenny Kemp meets him at The Quay

eaStern 
inSpiration
Everyone in Scottish 
business circles knows Charan Gill. 
Or do they really know him? The 
gregarious, joke-telling Punjabi-
born entrepreneur; the hilarious 
after-dinner speaker and author 
of tikka Look at me now; the 
motivational ethnic business leader, 
has been searching for some kind of 
enlightenment in his life.

In more than one way, he has 
found it, beguiled by some Eastern 
inspiration, and finding a sense of peace 
and harmony. For the man who arrived 
in Glasgow, aged nine, and changed 
the face of eating out in Scotland with 
the Ashoka Indian restaurant in Argyle 
Street, bringing chicken tikka and lamb 
passanda to the Glaswegian masses, has 
fallen in love with Musselburgh, an east 
coast treasure.

“It was about a year after I sold 
the restaurants. I wasn’t particularly 
looking for anything but I was 
driving when I got a phone call from 
a property agent who said I should 
look at a place in Musselburgh,” said 
the dapper Gill, who sports a thick 
wave of silvery-grey hair.

It might well have been Mumbai, 
because it was the other side of 
Scotland, and on the windy east coast.

“I had never been to Musselburgh 
before and I had to ask where it was,” 
recalled Gill.

 “I have always been a great 
believer in fate: kismet. I saw the 
sign for the M8 to Edinburgh and 
I just went there,” he said. It was a 
whim. He found the purpose-built 
Quay complex at Musselburgh, 
which had cost £5-6 million to build, 
was being sold by the Co-op and it 
was haemorrhaging money. Yet this 

was a cast-iron business opportunity 
in a great location for someone with 
the right skills.

He said it was a written in the 
stars – because the road sign said: 
‘Welcome to Musselburgh: the 
Honest Toun’. “I said to myself, this 
sounds like a place where a man can 
make some easy money,” he joked.

As he pulled up, Gill could see 
that the building’s fabric was in good 
shape, and it was in a picturesque 

setting beside the stone-built 
harbour of Fisherrow, where the 
herring boats on the Firth of Forth 
would once land their catches.

He stepped inside The Quay and 
asked to be shown around. But the 
receptionist refused, point blank, 
saying he would need to make an 
appointment. He explained he 
had made the trip from Glasgow, 
coming through especially. But the 
girl on the reception was adamant: 
it didn’t matter a jot that he was 
one of Scotland’s most celebrated 
entrepreneurs, he was not going 

to get a look at the property. He 
came back an hour later and the 
manageress was still busy. And he 
never got a tour. But it was empty 
and he nosed about. It was already 
a brilliant setting for weddings and 
civil partnerships and he could sense 
the potential.

So, Gill made a gut decision to buy 
the property. In 2006, before the 
credit crunch, gaining the finance – 
particularly with Gill’s track record 
– wasn’t too much of a problem. He 
bought it for just over £1m, and then 
spent another £1m on upgrading the 
fitness club and spa, with the latest 
Technogym equipment, improving 
the swimming pool and the changing 
areas, and upgrading the function 
suites and the bars and restaurants. 
The deal was done before the banks 
shut up shop to lending and he set 
up Seagull Leisure Ltd in April 2007, 
describing The Quay as “a hotel 
without rooms”.

 Five years on, Charan Gill is a 
delighted with his investment, which 
hosts more than 100 weddings a year. 
“We’re happy; we’re making profits. 
We’ve turned it around. There were 
changes but they only happened 
because the older people didn’t want 
to hang about for whatever reason. 
One of my daughters came in and 
helped the wedding co-ordinators 
in the office, they’ve stayed on and 
they’ve taken on a new lease of life.”

Want more?
a fuller version of this article appears in  

BQ scotland, issue seven.
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the 
edinburgh-
istanbul 
flights run 
on monday, 
tuesday, 
thursday and 
saturday
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While the good people of Scotland will be familiar with Turkey for its 
holiday resorts of Marmaris, Bodrum or Fethiye, the capital is now more 
accessible than ever thanks to Turkish Airlines

deStination 
iStanbUl

We are 
confident 
that we can 
generate a 
lot of leisure 
traffic from 
Scotland

Bodrum castle
Scotland’s first direct service to 
Turkey has proved a success – so much so 
that Turkish Airlines has had to commission 
a larger aircraft to cater for the demand from 
Scottish passengers.

The launch of Turkish Airlines’ new four 
flights per week route at Edinburgh is part of 
its worldwide expansion programme, which 
now boasts more than 200 destinations from 
its hub at Istanbul Ataturk Airport. From 
Istanbul, travellers can get connecting flights 
to Asia, Middle East, Africa and Europe, 
including Hong Kong, Singapore, Shanghai, 
Cape Town, Dubai, Mumbai, Kharachi, 
Tokyo, Tel Aviv and Athens.

To cater for the demand for the inaugural 
flight on 16 July, the airline has had to use a 
147-economy seat Boeing 737 instead of its 
planned 114-economy seat Airbus 319 aircraft.

The Edinburgh-Istanbul flights run on 
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, 
departing at 12.40pm and arriving at 7pm 
Turkish time. 

Ahmet Serhat SARI is general manager for 
Turkish Airlines, based at Edinburgh Airport, 
and he believes that the route has great 
potential for the two countries. He explained: 
“Turkish Airlines has been expanding rapidly 
and we identified Edinburgh as having great 
potential in developing our leisure and 
business traffic. There’s a high proportion 
of students here who enjoy travel, there’s a 
large ethic population who can travel to 
Asia via our hub, and, of course, the 
Edinburgh International Festival 
and Scotland in general attracts a 
lot of international visitors.

“We are confident that 
we can generate a lot of 
leisure traffic from Scotland 
because we know the Scots 
love Turkey! Many have 

been on holidays to places such as Bodrum, 
Marmaris and Fethiye, so I’m sure the direct 
route will prove popular.”

However, he admits the love affair is 
unrequited, as the Turkish are not yet 
familiar with Scotland. “When I was living 
in Istanbul, the only thing I knew about 
the country was from the film Braveheart! 
However, we’re working with VisitScotland to 
promote the country as a holiday destination 
in Turkey and we expect that we’ll see more 
Turkish people visiting in the future.”

Edinburgh Airport is also delighted with 
the new route and its managing director 
Jim O’Sullivan described the move as a 

“significant development” for both the 
airport and the city.

He said: “Our European traffic 
has driven much of our growth 

in the past year and Istanbul 
is a destination we’ve been 
working hard to get. 
Connectivity guides 
everything we do 
and this new route 

|  WORDS: TIM POWER  |
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istanbul has many 
beautiful sights, such 
as ortakoy, above, the 
Bosphorus Bridge, above 
right, the hagia sophia 
museum, below right,  
and the grand Bazaar, 
bottom right

is doubly exciting because of the onward 
connection possibilities Istanbul offers.

“We’re committed to continuing to play 
our role in the Scottish economy by linking 
the capital to as many destinations as we 
can.”

Such is Turkish Airlines’ confidence in the 
development of the route that it plans to expand 
the route to a daily service in the near future. 

While the large majority of passengers 
from Scotland are on leisure trips, Serhat 
believes it’s only a matter of time before 
Scottish business people will use the route 
to explore the business potential between 
the two countries. He explained: “At Turkish 
Airlines, we have found that, within a few 
years of opening up a new route, the volume 
of trade between the two destinations 
increases dramatically, and I’m sure this will 
happen here too!”

Serhat has spent the past couple of years 
working for Turkish Airlines in Los Angeles 
and arrived in Edinburgh in April. He said: 
“Although Edinburgh is a much smaller 
airport than LAX, it’s a nicer environment to 
work in and I’m excited about the future of 
new route, particularly expanding it to a daily 
service soon”

He’s enjoying living in Scotland and is 
getting used to the weather and the accent of 
the locals, but has been impressed with the 
reception he has received so far: “The Scots 
people are very friendly… and they say they 
love Turkey!”

Discover a reaL 
BriDge BetWeen 
WorLDs
It may be a cliché but, yes, Istanbul is where 
the east meets the west – and you can prove 
it by standing with one foot in 
Europe and the other in Asia 
on the Bosphorus Bridge 
which stradles the 
Bosphorus!

And now Istanbul is 
in easy reach, thanks to 
the new Edinburgh 
service from Turkish 
Airlines.

The city – known as 
Constantinople throughout 
history – has been home to three 
empires: the Roman, Byzantine and 
Ottoman; so it oozes history. Its ability to 
absorb different cultures has resulted in a 
fascinating tapestry of iconic Christian and 
Islamic architecture, including mosques, 
churches, palaces, harems and enthralling 
shopping bazaars.

One of the greatest attractions dominating 
the city is the world-famous Blue Mosque, 
with its exquisite Iznik tiles, but there’s more 
to explore such as the majesty of the Hagia 
Sophia – a former church, then mosque and 

now national museum. Or perhaps you’d 
like to see how the Ottoman Sultans 

lived at the Topkapi Palace – and 
sneak a peek at the harem too!

Also on your itinerary should 
be the unique Byzantine frescoes 
of the Kariye Museum, the 
Suleymaniye Mosque 

overlooking the Golden Horn and 
the Genoese Galata Tower with its 

panoramic views of the whole city.
 It was the Grand Bazaar that gave 

Istanbul a reputation as one of the 
world’s greatest shopping 
destinations, and it still 
doesn’t disappoint today. 
Another shopping stop 
is the Egyptian Spice 
Bazaar to pick up 
exotic spices, as well as 
the ubiquitous Turkish 
Delight. For local crafts, 
head to the Istanbul 
Handicrafts Centre, across 
from the Blue Mosque, which stocks 
fine-quality hand-painted silks, Anatolian 
dolls, calligraphy, and miniatures.

Although 
Edinburgh 
is a much 
smaller 
airport 
than LAX, 
it’s a nicer 
environment 
to work in
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SPORT {Turkish golf}

Talk golf and it won’t be long before 
the names of legendary players such 
as nick Faldo, José María Olazábal and 
Colin Montgomerie slide easily into the 
conversation. Their status among the greats of 
the golfing world has been long cemented. 

But what do they have in common today? 
The answer lies in an unlikely location  
more famous for the story of the Trojan  
horse, its exotic bazaars and even fabulous 
kebabs! Turkey.

Over the past ten years, Turkey and, more 

importantly, Belek has been one of the fastest 
growing golf holiday destinations in the world.  
Eighteen years ago, there was only one course 
in Turkey, Istanbul Golf Club. Today, there are 
18 courses with more under construction.

Remarkably, Istanbul Golf Club was 
founded in 1895 and is the fourth-oldest on 
mainland Europe.  In 1994, both national Golf 
Club in Belek and Klassis Golf & Country 
Club near Istanbul opened for play. In Belek 
there is a concentration of 14 courses, with 
13 of them occupying a 10-mile stretch in the 

one more 

roUnd
WORDS:  

|  nEIL MACRAE  |

w
in Belek there is a  

concentration of 14 courses,  
13 of which occupy 
a 10-mile stretch

While Turkey has long been a popular holiday destination, it’s now 
making its name as a top-class golf location too
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pine forests. The Belek courses start with Tat 
International Golf Club in the west and finish 
with Lykia Links, the first links course in 
Turkey, in the east.

Gloria Golf Resort and Sirene Belek Hotel 
are the two golf resorts that pioneered the 
development of golf in the area. Sirene owns 
the impressive Antalya Golf Club that is the 
home of the PGA Sultan and Pasha courses, 
while Gloria Resort own the Old, new and 
nine-hole Verde courses.

The growth and popularity of golf in 
Belek is tied directly to the very high quality 
of the courses that have been built in the 
area. Designers include Sir nick Faldo, Colin 
Montgomerie, Perry Dye, David Feherty and 
European Golf Design.  

Annika Sörenstam and José María 
Olazabal are also currently in the planning 

stages for some 
new developments 
in the region. The 
all-inclusive hotels 

in the area have also 
proved very popular 

with travelling golfers. 
Many of the hotels, and 

in particular the golf hotels, 
provide a very high standard of 

dining and accommodation. 
Cornelia Golf Club is one 

of two 27-hole layouts in the 
area and is the masterpiece 
of Sir nick Faldo. Both the 
PGA Sultan Course and 
Cornelia Golf Club are 
hosting the World Amateur 
Team Championships in 

2012, a great testament to 
the quality of course available 

in Belek. The ladies event is 
being hosted at Gloria Golf Club.
Belek itself is only 30 minutes 

from Antalya International Airport, 
well served from throughout the UK. 

The Region of Anatolia, which includes 
Belek and Antalya, is also a rich cultural area 
with many historical sites that attract large 
numbers of visitors. Antalya City is a great 
place to spend the day and has an interesting 
old town near the harbour area. non-golfers 
coming to Belek have wonderful facilities and 
surroundings available at the various five-star 
hotels, including world-class spa facilities and 
a range of other sports on offer.

The transport system for golfers in Turkey 
has also been a major factor in the success of 
the region. On arrival at Antalya, you are met 
and transferred privately to your hotel. 

During the week you are then collected 
from the hotel, per your schedule, and taken 
to your chosen course. After golf, the return 
transfer is arranged at your leisure or is  
pre-booked if you want to get back sharply  
to the hotel and make the most of the 
facilities there.

“The transport 
system for 
golfers in 

Turkey has 
also been a 

major factor 
in the success 
of the region”

t

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug sep Oct nov Dec

Average high °C 15 15 18 21 25 30 34 34 31 26 21 16

Average Low °C 6 6 8 11 15 19 22 22 19 15 11 8

A ROUnD ALL YEAR ROUnD
BELEk Is IDEAL FOR gOLFERs WITh vERY MILD WInTERs  
AnD WARM AnD sUnnY AUTUMn AnD spRIng sEAsOns
The temperature chart below gives an idea of the average  
high and low temperatures in the given months.

the Belek facilities  
are perfect for both golfers 

and non-golfers alike

gOLFERs 
pARADIsE

Turkish Airlines can fly you from 
edinburgh to istanbul for the 

golfing holiday of a lifetime
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It may be Germany’s financial centre, but Frankfurt has more going for it than a glittering 
skyline and an abundance of bankers. From the picturesque Romerberg square in the old town 

and beyond, there’s lots to disprove the stereotype that this city is just ‘business as usual’

Fine timeS 
and Finance

gET ThE BEsT vIEWs
For a taste of the high life, you can take the 
elevator to the 200ft high rooftop viewing 
platform of the Main Tower skyscraper. And 
on the 53rd floor there’s a nouvelle cuisine 
restaurant with the city vista through 
the glass walls. For a more traditional 
example of man’s ascent to heaven using 
stone, there’s St Bartholomew’s. You can climb 
the church’s tower for another perspective on 
the city. There’s also a viewing 
platform at the Ziel Galleria mall, 
if you want to give your wallet a 
workout between photos. 

As well as getting pictures from 
the top of the skyline, if you want 
to take some snaps of the skyline 
itself, the best place is on the 
eastern bridges across the Main. 

Frankfurt 
is a mix of 
greenbelt 

and modern 
architecture

|  WORDS: GARY ATKInSOn |
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hoW to  
get there 

anD Where 
to stay

Lufthansa operates direct 
flights from edinburgh 

to Frankfurt with return 
fares starting from £89. 
hotels on offer include  

the pure  
www.the-pure.de,  

villa Kennedy  
www.villakennedy.com 
and Jumeirah Frankfurt 

www.jumeirah.com/
frankfurt

gO gREEn
If you expect Germany’s financial 

powerhouse to be a seething metropolis 
of only concrete and steel, you’d be wrong. 

Very wrong. There are 48 parks and 
gardens, as well as a 75km green belt that 

encloses the city. Frankfurt’s city forest, the 
biggest of its kind in the country, provides 
walkers, runners, cyclists, hikers and horse 
riders with a 450-kilometre-long network 

of roads and paths, as well as cafés and 
restaurants for a breather. Perhaps the 
best known of the green spaces is the 

botanical garden Palmengarten. Across 
29 hectares of land and 10,000 square 

metres of greenhouse floor space, you can 
rub shoulders with more than 2,500 plant 
species, including orchids and cacti. There 

are also activities such as miniature golf 
and boating on the pond. 

TRY ThE LOCAL DRInk
You can’t visit Frankfurt without sampling 
its apple wine, known as either ebbelwei, 
äbbelwoi, äppler or stöffche. It’s said large-
scale manufacture of the 
drink began in the city 
after a disastrous grape 
crop in the 16th century. 

The Sachsenhausen 
district is the place to 
find a traditional apple 
wine tavern. A lively 
example is Apfelwein 
Wagner (www.apfelwein-
wagner.com).

CULTURE 
not only do the banks of the Main River, 
which cuts through the city, supply a 
pleasant walking route, they also serve 
up a high concentration of culture. Many 
notable museums are dotted along the 
“Museumsufer”, including the Städel Art 

Institute and Municipal Gallery, where 
you’ll find the work of painters such 
as Rembrandt and Botticelli. There’s 
also the Museum of Communication, 
the German Architecture Museum 

and the German Film Museum. near 
the waterfront is the museum Caricatura, 
which showcases the work of satirists and 
political cartoonists. And perhaps to get 
some inspiration for your holiday snaps, 
check out the Fotografie Forum Frankfurt 
for work that demonstrates the power of 
the lens. 

EvEnTs In ThE hOT AnD COLD
In summer (26-28 August), the Main River embankment comes alive with 

celebrations of the city’s museums. Art, culture, music and world gastronomy 
make Museumsuferfest a popular event, drawing three million visitors. In 

winter, the Frankfurt Christmas Market (26 november-23 December) in the 
old town lets you soak up the Christmas cheer among the twinkling lights.
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When people meet me for the first 
time – say at a dinner party – more often 
than not they hate me within the first few 
minutes. Why? Am I a nasty piece of work ? 
Do I boast? no, the reason they go off me is 
simply by asking me what I do for a living.

“I’m a travel writer,” I mumble, sotto 
voce, of course, because I sure as hell know 
the response I’ll get is going to be far worse 
than if I’d said: “I’m a tax inspector.” “So, 
you mean you actually get paid for going 
on holiday all the time and writing about it?  
Call that working for living?” they sneer!

At this stage I politely point out that it 
is actually work, that the last real ‘holiday’ 
I went on was more than 25 years ago (my 
honeymoon, actually) and, even though I 
was a travel journo back then too, I’m not 
sharing the intimate detail of what I got  
up to in 1980s Cyprus on that fortnight 
with anyone.

So, I make my usual pleas in mitigation.  
I explain that reading about travel (or 
watching reports on TV, as I used to do) 
is actually pretty useful for the general 

public in helping them decide on what’s 
often the biggest purchase of their year.  
Strike one! That’s not cutting the ice. 

The reaction is still: “What a number! 
Call that a job?”

So, then it’s on to coming out with all 
the downsides of travelling every couple 
of weeks for a living. Like hours and hours 
spent in deathly boring airports during 
flight delays; repeated bouts of illness from 
foreign climes – I can boast everything 
from salmonella and campylobacter to 
Legionnaire’s disease; days of waiting on 
luggage which was checked in for Bratislava 
but is now in Beirut; more muggings and 
pick pocketing experiences than I can even 
remember, and – my ace card – my night in 
a Bulgarian jail with no bed, a pail to pee in 
and two hookers in their 70s for company. 
And all that due to a visa mix-up.

Strike two! none of that ever seems 
to placate the travel wannabes though. 
“Yeah, well, it still must be an amazing 
job.” (Shh, it is...) “Still, suppose it must be 
exhausting” (you bet it is), “and you must 
miss home and not being around for all 
sorts of special occasions” (yep!).

And then, when the tan in mid-January 
really makes them sick, I find myself 
wittering on about sun-ageing and 
melanoma and – sometimes – that shuts 
them up. I like to leave them with the 
thought that it’s not all that it’s cracked up to 
be. That way we’re all happy. Until they pick 
my brains about where they should head off 
to for their next real, eh, HOLIDAY!

Katie Wood has 
been a full-time 
travel writer and 
broadcaster for  

25 years.
author of 39 

guidebooks, she has 
worked for virtually 

every national
newspaper in the 

UK and is currently 
travel editor for  
the sunday post.

Being a travel writer may sound like an exotic career choice but,  
as Katie Wood explains, it’s not all about the jet-set lifestyle

time to give 
me a break

Write 
on!

“I can boast everything 
from salmonella to 
campylobacter”






